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ABSTRACT. D etailed observations on a collapsing kame terrace indica te that the terrace is being resha ped 
by: slumping a nd sliding of debris into depressions, melt-wa ter erosion on the side of the terrace, debris Rows 
in the gullies, and stagnant-ice bursts, a phenomenon analogous to a g lacier burst except in the mode of 
formation of the water. T empera tures in the gravel over the ice, where the gravel is about 4 m thick, indicate 
that the ra te of melting of the upper surface of the ice due to conduction may be as high as 24 cm year- I. 
Highest temperatures in the gravel were recorded during periods of heavy rainfall. 

RESUM E. Observations sur wze terrasse affaissee dalls le Glacier Bay National Monument, Slid-est Alaska. D es 
observations detaillees sur une terrasse affai ssee d 'un " Kame" indiquent que la terrasse est reform ee par: 
effondrement et glissement de debris dans des depressions, erosion par l'eau d e fonte du bord de la terrasse, 
debris coulant da ns Ies ravins et resurgence d 'eau d e fonte de la g lace stagnante, phenomene analogue a 
celle des gl aciers sauf dans le mod e de formation d e l'ea u . Les tempera tures dans les debris au-dessus de la 
glace Oll ils atteignent 4 m d 'epa isseur, indiquent que la vitesse d e fonte cle la surface superi eure cle la g lace 
d ue a la concluction thermique, peut a tteinclre jusq u'a 24 cm pa r a n . Les plus ha utes tempera tures dans les 
debris furent enregistrees durant les periocles de fortes pluies. 

ZU3AMMENFASSCl NG . Beobaclztwzgell all eiller zerfallelldell Kames- T errasse im Glacier Bay JVatiollal NlolZumelZt , 
Siidost-Alaska. Eingehende Beobachtungen an einer zerfallenden K a mes-T errasse zeigen, dass die T errasse 
umgeformt wird durch: Stlirzen und G leiten von Schutt in Vertiefungen, Schmelzwassererosion a n d er 
T errassenRanke, SchuttRuss in die Gra ben u nd Ausbrliche stagnierten Eises, eine E rscheinung a nalog einem 
Gletscherausbruch bis auf die Art der Bildung von Wasser . T emperaturen im Schutt liber dem Eis zeigen bei 
einer Schuttmachtigkeit von etwa 4 m, class di e Abschmelzung durch vVarmeleitung an cler EisoberRache bis 
zu 24 cm pro J a hr betragen kann. Die hochsten T empera turen im Schutt wurclen in Period en heftigen 
R egenfalls beobachtet. 

I NTRODUCTION 

During the 1966 and 1967 summer field seasons, the writer made observations on a 
collapsing kame terrace in Adams Inlet, Glacier Bay ational Monument, Alaska (Fig. I). 
From these observations the mechanisms and rate of collapse of the ice-cored kame terrace 
were determined. 

The mechanisms of formation of kames, eskers and other ice-contact deposits have been 
summarized by Charlesworth (1957), Flint ([1957] ) and Embleton and King (1968). Field 
observations (Sharp, 1947, 1949; Clayton, 1964) on the arrangement of supra glacial deposits 
have helped to clarify problems associated with ice-contact deposits existing in areas long since 
deglaciated. Generally, it is concluded that an irregularly distributed surface cover promotes 
differential ablation, forming a hummocky surface. Movement of debris from mounds or 
kames into depressions, followed by a change in the ablation rate on the mounds and in the 
depressions, results in an inversion of the topography. 

Observations have been made on the rate of collapse of ice-cored deposits and the various 
factors affecting this rate. Sharp (1949, p. 298) noted that Philipp had observed as early as 
1912 that a thin mantle of debris promoted ablation. Lister (1953) made a quantitative 
study of the rate of melting of debris-covered ice and found that in the Icelandic climate a 
debris cover of 4- 7 mm was required to provide protection to the ice. Thinner debris covers 
increased the ablation rate. The grain-size of the debris was observed by Sharp (1949) to be 
an important factor in the ablation rate with a fine grain-size being a more effective insulator 
because fine-grained debris prevented the circulation of the air to a greater degree than 
coarse-grained material. 

• Contribution No. 149, Institute of Polar Studies, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A. 
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Swithinbank (1950), in a study of debris cones, concluded that the amount of heat trans
mitted to buried snow or ice depended on the thermal properties (conductivity and radiation 
absorption coefficient), and the mechanical and structural properties (thickness and grain-size) 
of the d ebris cover. 

Location and setting 

Adams Inlet (lat. 58° 52' N., long. 136° 50' W. ) is 108 km north-west of Juneau, Alaska, 
and it occupies an area Of27 km 2 (Fig. I ) . I t is bordered by mountains ranging in elevation 
from 1 'lOO to 2 'lOO m on the east and south, and on the north and west by low hills and outwash 
plains. In 1890- 92, when the area was visi ted by R eid (1896), ice was at an elevation of 
380 m in Adams Inlet, and between 1890 and 1940 the surface of Adams Inlet Glacier was 
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Fig. l. Locatioll map showillg the kame terrace Oil the south side of Adams Illlet. Adams Illlet (011 illset map) is on the eastern 
side of Glacier Bay. 

lowered by ablation at the rate of 7.9 m year- 1 (Field, 1947) . During this period m elt water 
from glaciers in tributary valleys and cirques deposited outwash against the sides of a nd over 
Adams Inlet Glacier. A remnant of this glacier, covered by debris deposited about 1930, was 
investigated in this study. 

The deposit of gravel overlying stagnant ice occurs on the south side of Adams Inlet and is 
classified as a kame terrace (Fig. I). According to Flin t ([1 957] , p. 149), a kame terrace is 
" ... an accumulation of stratified drift laid down chiefly by streams between a glacier and an 
adjacent valley wall and left as a constructional terrace after d isappearance of the glacier .. .. " 
The d eposit in question exhibits the terrace form only in those parts nearest the mountainside 
- the other parts, distal from the mountain , were originally d eposited on ice and are collapsing 
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because of the m elting of this ice . The deposit in Adams Inlet is bounded on the north by 
alluvial fans; on the south, the undisturbed parts of the terrace abut other un consolidated 
deposits. Gullies are being formed in the collapsing east and west slopes of the terrace. The 
elevation near the north edge of the terrace is about 60 m. Only the outer collapsing part of 
the terrace was studied and mapped (Fig. 2) . 
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Fig. 2 . Collapsing kame terrace Oil the south side of Adams Inlet. Elevation if vegetated slllface is about 65 m. 

Climate 

Most of Glacier Bay National Monument lies within K6ppen 's Dfc climatic types (cool 
snow-forest climate, moist in all seasons, with cool summers) . January, the coolest month, 
probably has a mean temperature between - 3°C and - 5°C in the vicinity of Adams Inlet. 
The July average temperature for the two field seasons in Adams Inlet was 12.2°C. The 
average precipitation for the same period was 0.24 cm d - I

; the average for the latter part of 
June was lower and for August it was higher. In August 1966 there were 25 days with more 
than 0.025 cm of precipitation; the maximum precipitation in a 24 h period during that 
month was 5.49 cm. 
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Mean relative humidities were generally high. In July 1966 and 1967 they were 87 and 
89 % , respectively. Winds were weak at observation times (07.00 and 21.00 h) with speeds 
generally less than 0.8 m s- '. 

Average cloudiness in tenths for the two summers, determined from the two observation 
times, was 8.7 for July and 8.5 for August. 

No data are available on the date of the disappearance of the last snow from the ground 
or on the commencement of continuous winter snow cover for this area. 

NATURE OF THE D EBRIS COVER 

The ice beneath the collapsing deposit is covered with a sandy, coarse cobbly gravel with 
little remnant stratification . The gravel cover was first determined by seismic survey and 

Fig. 3. North side of the kame terrace showing exposed stagnant ice. The gravel overlying the ice at the top oJ the terrace is about 
3.5 m thick. Debris flow in gully is 0.6 m thick at the terminus. 

ranges from 3 to 6 m in thickness with an average of about 4.2 m. A 60 m long exposure of 
ice (Fig. 3) showed that the gravel cover near the edge of the terrace averaged 3.5 m in 
thickness. The surface of the kame terrace has a kame-and-kettle topography with depressions 
as deep as 5 m. Most of the hummocks are less than I m high and circular in outline with a 
basal diameter of approximately 2 m , although some hummocks near the collapsing edge of 
the terrace are elongated ( 12 by 2 m) parallel to the wasting slope (Fig. 2 ) . 

The surface vegetation is mainly Dryas with some alder and poplar (Fig. 4). This type of 
cover, a Dryas mat with scattered shrubs, is stage III of the plant succession established in 
Glacier Bay by Decker (Goldthwait and others, 1966) and it indicates a time span of 20- 25 

years since the area became available for vegetation. This cover of vegetation and gravel has 
slowed the ablation of the underlying ice compared with the exposed glacier that occupied 
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Adams Inlet until approximately 1950. Tilted shrubs and trees, and solifluction lobes, covered 
with Dryas indicate that the surface form of the terrace is constantly changing. At several 
spots on the kame terrace, hummocks show open patches of gravel where a recent change in 
the shape of the kame has resulted in an opening in the vegetation cover. 

Fig. 4. Hummocky vegetated surface oJ kame terrace. Hammer seismograph is in operation to determine depth to stagnant ice. 
View is north-east. 

NATURE OF THE STAGNANT ICE 

The stagnant core was viewed in two p laces . One was a gully on the north side of the 
terrace where the gravel cover had slumped and slid from the face of the ice and flowed out 
as a debris flow (Figs. 2 and 3) . The exposed thickness of ice here was about 5 m, and the slope 
of this face was 39- 40°. The other was the north-east corner of the terrace (cave in Figure 2), 
where the source of a spring was dug out to expose about I m of the basal ice. At this locality, 
the only place where the base was seen, the ice rested on sand and silt with pebbles. 

A conservative estimate of the thickness of ice remaining in the terrace in 1967 is 35 m. 
The estimated width of the ice core is about 380 m and the length is about 400 m. The 
surface of the ice, as seen in Figure 3, is slightly undulatory, at least near the outer parts of the 
terrace. Water was observed flowing from the ice- gravel interface, from fractures within the 
ice and from springs at the base of the ice. At the north-east corner of the terrace at the base 
of the ice, several 2 to 4 cm thick layers of silt with some sand and pebbles were found 
separated by 30- 60 cm of ice. These layers may have been incorporated debris in or near 
the base of the former glacier. 

Several ice crystals as long as 22 cm were found, indicating a relatively long period of 
stagnation. 
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Cave in stagnant ice 

At 09.55 h on 13 August 1967 a large volume of water burst from beneath the north-east 
side of the kame terrace where a small spring had been found a month earlier. The outrush 
of water was audible from a distance of at least 1.5 km. Two blocks of ice that apparently 
had been part of the stagnant ice mass were found on the alluvial fan adjacent to the kame 
terrace (Fig. 5) . One of the blocks had dimensions of '2.'2 by 1.4 by 0.8 m and was discovered 
96 m from the cave; the other block, with dimensions 0.9 by 0.6 by 0.4 m, was discovered 
about 100 m from the cave. 

Fig. 5· North-east corner of the kame terrace showing the entrance to the stagnant-ice cave (arrow). A man is standing beside a 
large ice block expelled from the entrance to the cave. 

The cave was visited less than 10 h after it had been opened and at that time it had an 
entrance 6 m wide and '2 m high. This width continued for several meters in from the entrance. 
At a distance of '26 m from the entrance the cave had narrowed to 1 m across, and it extended 
for another 10 m at this diameter. The top of the entrance to the cave was rounded, and sand 
and water were flowing over the 35° ice slope above the entrance. A stream occupied a '2 m 
wide channel in the unstable silt and clay floor. The roof of the cave consisted of debris-free 
ice with a scalloped surface. It is evident from its size that the cave had been formed before 
the release of water. Frozen sil t at the side of the entrance to the cave, below the ice, and the 
slight flow of water that came from the spring at this location before the opening of the cave 
suggest that this part of the terrace at least was saturated with water. The cave apparently 
had been melted in the ice by the flow of rain and melt water through and beneath the ice. 
The impermeable silt and clay beneath the terrace also helped to hold the water in channels 
and fractures within the ice. Much of the terrace may have been saturated with water, 
because water was observed to flow over the surface of the large exposure of ice in the gully 
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(Fig. 3). The pressure and quantity of water at the time of the outflow must have been 
considerable in order to move the ice blocks more than go m from the terrace. No water-level 
lines were seen on the walls of the cave and it was probably filled with water prior to the cave 
opening. 

The sudden rel ease of water with corresponding erosion and transport of debris and blocks 
of ice from buried stagnant ice is here termed a "stagnant-i ce burst". This release of large 
volumes of water and accompanying erosion is, on a small scale, analogous to the glacier 
bursts or jokullhlaups that occur during a subglacial eruption of a volcano. In the case of the 
stagnant-ice burst, melt water and rain water are dammed by stagnant ice a nd an impermeable 
bed ; the water is released when the pressure becomes too great or the ice dam is weakened by 
ablation. The stagnant-i ce burst opens large areas in the ice to rapid ablation by warm air 
and thus speeds collapse of the ice-contact deposit. 

MECHAN ISMS OF COLLAPSE 

As the ice m elts beneath the gravel of the kame terrace, the gmvel cover shifts and takes on 
a different topographic form . The fastest melting takes place where the ice is closest to the 
surface. This results in a mound or kame being formed where there is a thick cover of gravel, 
as the m ore rapidly melting ice around it subsides. The cover of gravel over the mound then 
slides, or moves as a lobe into the depression surrounding the kame. In this manner the terrace 
changes its shape and mixing of the previously stratifi ed g ravel occurs. In places where the 
terrace is completely underl ain by ice a ll traces of the ten"ace form may be lost as the feature 
changes to an accumulation ofkames . At this point the feature may more properly be termed 
a collapsed terrace or coll apsed outwash. 

In addition to the slumping and sliding of material that occurs on the vegetated part of 
the kame, there is re-arrangement of material on the unvegetated slopes by the action of 
running water. Springs emanating from within and beneath the ice carry debris that forms 
a lluvial fans on the slopes of the collapsed part of the terrace. These streams also tend to 
undermine the loose gravel, causing further coll apse and mixing of the d eposit. 

Debris flows are another m echanism in the formation of kames. The unvegetated slopes 
where the ice is closest to the surface may give way and slide into a gull y. Then or several 
days later when suffici ent m oisture has accumulated in the gravel at the top of the gully, the 
mass of gravel becomes quick and flows down the gully (Fig. 3) . Continued melting of the 
buried ice in this part of the terrace forms kettle holes in the debris flows and in the 
a lluvial fans. 

Still another factor in the movement of material in the collapsing kame terrace is the so
called stagnant-ice burst described previously. In Adams Inlet the stagnant-ice burst is 
apparently responsible for forming or enlarging gullies in the side of the kame and transport 
of debris away from the kame terrace. How often this process occurs is not known. The winter 
freeze may be enough to seal the outer parts of the kame that previously were open channels . 
In the spring, melt water and run-off from the mountain may be trapped in the stagnant ice 
and the whole process may recur. It may a lso be a unique occurrence that will not be repeated 
at the kames in Adams Inlet. The importance of stagnant-ice bursts as factors in reshaping 
ice-contact d eposits is not known, for none are reported in the literature. 

SOIL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS IN THE KAME TERRACE 

Soil temperatures were measured during the second summer using a YSI Tele-thermo
meter model 42SC. This model is readable to ± 0.2 °C in the range of operation and is accurate 
to ± 0.5°C . Comparison with a standardized thermometer in an ice- water bath gave readings 
ranging from o. I to O.2 °C for the six thermistors. 
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Four thermistors were set near the top of the kame terrace at depths of 0.5, o.g, 1. 1 and 
I.3 m as shown in Figure 6, and two thermistors were set at depths of 0.8 and 0.55 m (Fig. 6), 
on the west and east flanks respectively of an unvegetated kame near the bottom of the 
collapsing north slope. Thermistor readings were taken once daily between Ig.oo and 2 I. 30 h . 
These results, including the cloudiness and precipitation determinations, are given in Figure 7. 

The results of the temperatures for the thermistors on top of the terrace indicate that the 
most significant temperature rise occurs during heavy rain. This is best illustrated by the 
readings for 8 August (Fig. 7) for thermistors on top of the terrace. Between 07.00 and 2 I.ooh 
on 8 August, 2.13 cm of rain were recorded. A rise in temperature of 2°C at 0.5 m in the kame 
between the evening readings of 7 and 8 August was noted. Even at 1.3 m depth a slight 
increa e in the temperature was recorded. Although the maximum increase in temperature 
was recorded at the highest thermistor on the evening of 8 August, the maximum was not 
noted a t the lower thermistors until the evening of g August. By 13 August most of the 
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Fig. 6. Sketch of thermistor locatiolls all top of the kame terrace (lift ) alld all a kame all the Ilorth slope of the kame terrace (right ) 

thermistors indicated temperatures about the same as before the heavy rain. The temperature 
in the upper part of the kame continued to decrease and fell lower than it had been before the 
rain until it reached a minimum on 14 August. By then the gravel at the surface, without 
continued high input of solar energy on the overcast and foggy days that prevailed, could no 
longer act as an effective heat source for the percolating water. Thus the temperature of the 
upper layers continued to fall. The total amount of precipitation for the period from 21.00 h 
on 7 August to 07.00 h on II August was 8.25 cm. The greatest input of heat into the kame 
occurred on 8 August when the rain was the heaviest and the upper layers of the gravel 
warmes t. The temperature impulse caused by the heavy rains attenuated as it traveled into 
the kame (Fig. 7) ' Temperature data following other heavy rains are not available. 

The effectiveness of rain as an agent of ablation on bare glacier ice is not completely 
known (Marcus, 1 g64) ' Part of the increase in ablation of a glacier during rain is due to the 
kinetic energy produced by the rain drops; most of the energy comes from the rain that may 
be warmer than the surrounding air at the surface of the ice, Although many studies suggest 
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tha t the effect may be negligible, M a rangunic (unpublished ) noted a two- to three-fold 
increase in ablation on the debris-free g lacier surface during periods of heavy ra in. 

In the cl ima te of Adam s Inlet, solar radiation is ineffective a lone in raising the tempera ture 
a t d epth in the soil. It is through a combina tion of a sunny period , in which the surface tem
peratures a re raised , followed by heavy ra ins that transfe r surface heat to the lower pa r t of the 
kam e, that the tempera ture a t depth is raised. Near the surface, daily fluctua tions in tempera
ture refl ect the changes in solar radia tion . T his is pa rticula rly evident in the case of the 
thermistors buried at 10 and 1 '2 cm in the unvegetated pa r t of the ka me (Fig. 7) . 
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Fig. 7. D aily soil temperatures in the kame terrace. Thermistors 2 , 3,4 and 6 were in the top of the terrace (Fig. 6) with No . 
6 thermistor 2.7 m above the ice. Thermistors I and 5 were on the west and east sides, respectively, of a kame on the un
vegetated slope. Cloudiness given in the upper set of shaded blocks: solid is overcast, 2/3 shaded is mostly cloudy, 1/3 shaded 
is partly cloudy and ul1shaded is clear. Precipitation code : total shaded is > 0 .2 cm, 1/2 shaded is < 0 .2 cm. 

H ourly readings were taken for 2 9 h on all thermistors on 30 and 3 I July (Fig. 8) . Both of 
these days were overcast with only I h of sun on 3 0 J uly. 3 I July was foggy with drizzle and a 
tota l of 0. 0 3 cm of precipitation was recorded . O ver this period most of the thermistors, 
including those at shallow dep th, showed on ly 0 .2- 0 . 7 deg change. This is to be expected 
because of the minor change in solar radiation and lit tle precipitation during this period. Two 
thermistors showed increased temperatures over a 5 h period between 07 .00 and 12.00 h . 
At 9 0 cm a rise of 0 . 7 deg was recorded and at I 10 cm a rise of 1 .4 deg was noted . These changes 
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do not appear to be related to fluctuations in radiation or precipitation and were not recorded 
in the levels below or above. These temperature changes might be due to phase changes. 
Water vapor might be condensing in this layer and thus supplying heat to this part of the kame. 
Horizontal mass transfer in this layer could be the source of the moisture . 

Over the 39 d observation period in 1967 the temperature at J.3 m in the kame terrace 
rose 1.4 deg. This increase in temperature is part of an annual sinusoidal heat wave that 
penetrates into the kame. It reaches a maximum in late summer and then decreases over the 
winter; the depth of frost in this area is unknown. Other minor fluctuations in the 39 d 
record may also be due to percolating precipitation; however, the effectiveness of slight 
rainfalls seems to be minor. 
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Fig. 8. Hourly soil temperatures in the top of the kame terrace and ill the side of the kame terrace (see Figure 6 for location of 
thermistor s) . 

Rate of collapse 

The rate of melting of the stagnant ice determines the rate of collapse of the kame terrace. 
An estimate of the rate of transfer of heat to the ice by conduction can be obtained by the 
temperature-gradient method (Staley and Gerhardt, 1958). Heat may also be transferred by 
percolation of rain water, change of state, radiation and convection within the gravel. No 
estimate of the amount of heat transferred to the ice by these methods is included here. As 
seen by the increase in temperature during rainy periods, the percolation factor may be very 
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important in this climate. Basal melting by terrestrial heat flow also reduces the volume of the 
buried ice. For this area the supply of heat is about 6-49 X 10- 6 J cm- 2 S- I (Lee and 
MacDonald, 1963). This would be sufficient to melt 0.6 1 cm year- I. 

The heat flow by conduction to the ice can be determined by the formula 

dT 
S = A-

dZ 
where S is the soil heat-flux, A is the thermal conductivity, and d T fdZ is the temperature 
gradient with depth . For the vegetated area on top of the kame terrace (Figs. 2 and 6) , the 
lowest thermistor (No. 6) is 2.7 m above the ice. During the period of observation the tem
perature increased from 9. 7°e to 10.4 °e not including the pulses caused by percolation (Fig. 7). 
Taking IO.O oe as an average during this interval, the writer determined the temperature 
gradient, from a depth of 1.3 m to the surface of the ice, to be 0.037 deg cm- I. 

An estimate of the thermal conductivity of the gravel has been obtained by comparison of 
moisture contents and grain-size distributions for two samples with values for similar material 
given in the literature. The grain-size distribution and conductivities for several uncon
solidated materials are given in Table I along with the characteristics of the two samples 
(67- 23- [ , 67- 23- 2) from the unvegetated part of the kame terrace. 

TABLE 1. GRAIN-SIZE ANALYSES AND SOME TH ERMA L CONDUCTIV ITIES FOR SELECTED UNCONSOLIDATED l\!IATERIALS 

Sample 

Gravel " 
Chena gravelt 
Fairbanks sand t 
67- 2 3- 1 

67- 2 3- 2 

"Wechsler (1966) . 

> 2.0 mm 

60.0 
80.0 
27·5 
34.0 

34.8 

t K ersten (1966, unpublished ) . 
% Average for severa l densities. 

Graill-size allaiYsis 
weight % 

2.0 to 0.05 mm < 0.05 mm 

32 .5 
19-4 
70 .0 
62 .0 
60.0 

7·5 
0.6 
2·5 
4. 0 

5. 2 

Moisture 
weight % 

5.0 

3.0 

5.0 

5-4 
5·2 

COllductivity 
J cm- ' s- ' deg- ' 

1.25 X 10- ' 
1.57 X 10- ' % 
1.48 X 10- ' % 

According to K ersten (1966), the conductivity of a soil varies with the grain-size, moisture 
content, density, composition, temperature and the state of the moisture (solid or liquid) . 
T exture and moisture content are probably the most important, and from a comparison of 
the values in Table I an estimated conductivity of 1. 5 X 10- 2

] cm - I S- ' d eg _ I for the gravel in 
the kame terrace is reasonable. 

From the gradient and assumed conductivity value for this gravel the supply of heat to 
the surface of the stagnant ice block during July and August averages about 5.5 X 10- 4 

J cm - 2 s- '. Assuming that 0.90 g of ice occupy I cm3 and that the heat of fusion of water is 
335 J g_l, then during these 2 months approximately 9.6 cm of ice would melt from the upper 
surface of the stagnant ice block. This rate of melting probably decreases during the spring 
and fall , and m elting ceases during the winter. If we assume that this rate lasts for 5 months 
of the year where the debris cover is about 4 m thick, the rate of surface lowering of the ice 
due to ablation by conduction would be about 24 cm year- I. 

The rate of melting of ice beneath the unvegetated part of the kame, where the gravel cover 
was only 0.5- 0.8 m thick, averages about 0.8 cm d - I during July and August, and occasionally 
it may be as high as 1.0 cm d - I during rainy periods. Thus the back-wasting of the thinly 
covered (at times uncovered, as in Figure 3) part of the kame terrace is faster than the down
wasting of the upper vegetated and more thickly covered area. 

If it is assumed that the average annual ablation of the ice is about 24 cm, and future 
changes in the vegetated surface that might affect the ablation rate are neglected, then the 
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35 m thick ice block would melt in 146 years. The actual length of time that the ice remains 
will in fact be much less because of factors not included in the estimation. Back-wasting of the 
kame terrace sides, where the ablation rate is much higher, will also contribute to the much 
earlier removal of the ice. This ice will melt more quickly than those buried ice blocks that 
are completely surrounded by unconsolidated material. 

SUMMARY 

A collapsing kame terrace, consisting of 4 m of sandy, coarse cobbly gravel with a vegetated 
surface of D ryas and some a lder and poplar, was studied to determine the mode and rate of 
coll apse. The hummocky terrace with depressions as deep as 5 m is underlain by ice estimated 
to be 35 m thick. 

R e-arrangement of the debris cover on the ice is seen to take place by : slumping and sliding 
of debris to low areas, melt-water erosion with deposition in alluvial fans on the sides of the 
terrace, debris flows in gullies, and the stagnant-ice burst phenom enon in which water under 
pressure breaks through an ice dam causing much erosion of the surrounding gravel. 

Temperatures (at several depths) in the gravel on top of the terrace indicate that the flow 
of heat by conduction to the surface of the buried ice may be as much as 5.5 X 10- 4 J cm- 2 s- ' 
during the months of July and August. This rate of heat flow is sufficient to melt 9.6 cm of 
ice from the buried ice block during this period. Assuming this rate for 5 months of the year 
(although the heat flow is lower at the beginning and end of the summer, the ablation season 
may be longer than 5 months at lower rates) , the lowering of the ice surface may be as much 
as 24 cm year- ' . As expected, this is much lower than the ablation rate for the debris-free 
stagnant ice of Adams Inlet Glacier that ablated at the average rate of 7.9 m yeac' between 
1890 and 194 1. The estimated length of time for su rvival of ice in this debris-covered kame 
terrace, that is thinly debris-covered and at times uncovered, is less than other ice blocks that 
are completely surrounded by un consolidated material. 
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